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_- Abstraot

When. an aircraft fuel tank is penetrated by a ballistic

velocity projectile, a phenomenon known as hydraulic ram

often causes the catastrophic failure of.the cell. This

study was performed to investigate experimentally the possi-

bility of usingý por'ous material to defeat or significa:itly

reduce the hyd:?a.,l.ic ram effect. Two experiments were per-

formed to determine how the addition of a gas to a fjel-foam

mixture woul -Tffect the attenuation of shosk waves and weaker

pressure pulses. In the first experiment, water, water with 4

reticulated (open cell) polyurethane foam, and water with

Pneumacel (a new Du Pont product composed of Freon inflated 4
Dacron fibers pressed into a mat) were each impacted by a

• flnat aluminum disc to generate plane .(one dimensional) shock

waves in the mixtures. Four pressure transducers were locat-

ed at specified distances. below the surface and the attenua-

tion of the pressure pulses in the different mixtures was

measured.

In tV:. second experiment ½ in. spheres were fired into

a tank containing, in turn, each of the three mixtures, and

again the attenuation of the pressure pulses fias determined.

In each experiment there was an increase in attenuation noted

when the reticulated foam was added to the water. However,

* a much greater increase was noted when the Pneumacel replaced

the foam. Perhaps most interesting is the fact that pressure

dropped and remained below approximately 14 psi within a few

inches of the surface in all tests with Pneumacel.

vil
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I. Introduction

Background

Recent combat experience has showni that modern aircraft

continue to be vulnerable to small arms fire. Aircraft fuel

systems are particularly large and vulrerable areas. Within

the past few years many aircraft have Leen modified by the

installation o0' reticulated-(open cell) polyurethane foam

in some fuel cells to decrease the probability that an empty,

or partially empty,, fuel cell would exclode when struck by

an incendiary-bullet. However, both modified and unmodified

fuel cells still fail catastrophically if hit when full.

Even self-sealing bladders are unable to prevent massive

fuel leaks when the supporting tank wall is heavill damaged.

Hydraulic Ram. Several mechanisms acting individually

P J or in combination produce the massive damage to the fuel
S. cell walls. These mechanisms collectively are usually called

the hydraulid ram effect. Williams (Ref I1:1-4) divided the

damage causing mechanisr: into four separate events: (1) shock

waves near the- impact point, (2) a pressure field caused by

the passing projectile, (3) a cavity phase caused by the

collapse of the davity or void behind the projectile, and

Z (4) impact into an adjacent wall of high velocity fuel part-

icles ejected from a free surface by the passing projectile.

In a Northrop Shock Wave Study (Ref 9) the damage causing

mechanisms were divided into eight events, placing major
a

emphasis on (1) a pressure rise when the projectile tumbles,

(2) compression of the fluid as the projectile approaches
A
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the back wall, and (3) the pressure wave preceeding the large

tumbling cavitation. There is little clear understanding of

any of the different hydraulic ram events, and since they

often occur together it is difficult to determine which one

actually caused the failure in any given instance. Also the

damage caused by any one mechanism appears to be a function

of several variables such as fuel cell geometry, tank wall

material, imphct velocity, and whether or not the projectile

tumbles.

Generally, attempts to defeat the hydraulic ram effects

have taken one of two approaches: trial and error experi-

ments, and analytical models. Northrop (Ref 6) used the trial

and error approach to design a system to minimize tank wall

damage to allow self-sealing bladders to function. However,

a defense that helps in one case may not help in a different

shape tank, against a different type projectile, or where a

different damage causing mechanism becomes critical. Also

the same approach -'A not protect walls other t-an those

penetrated by the proJectile.

With the analytical approach, attempts are made to

predict the pressures caused by the impacting projectiles.

If sufficiently accurate models can be developed, the

pressure information can be used to determine structural

design requirements for the fuel cells. Usually the assump-

tion is made that one or .two of the damage mechanisms are

most critical and a suitable model for those mechanisms is

sought. Yurkovich (Ref 12) developed a model based on a
spherical shock wave, and Bristow (Ref 2) and Lundstrom (Ref 8)

2
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have developed models for the drag or pressure phase. To

0date bhese models have not been sufficiently developed to

yield the desired design information. Again, the mechanisms

often occur together, and modeling of any one mechanism alone

may not be suf.ficient.

Compos.t, Mixture Theories. Interest in composite

materials has Led to the development of numerous models to

predict variou3 properties of mixtures. A model by Herrmann

(Ref 7) predicted significant increases in the attenuation

of shock waves. in a material if small am6onts of porosity

were added. Torvik (Ref I0) developed a simple mixture

theory for mixtures of solids or a solid and a gas. Fischer

(Ref 4) applied the Torvik model and other models to varying

natios of the two mixtures: water with reticulated polyurethane

"-foam, and water with air. In general, he found that these

models predict attenuation of shock waves to be reduced as

more reticulated foam is added to the mixture. Conversely,

these models predict an increase in the attenuation of

shock waves if. increasing amounts of air are assumed to be

present in the mixture. Experiments with reticulated foam

have produced conflicting results. Clark (Ref- 3) reported

increased attenuation when polyurethane foam was added to

water, while Williams (Ref 11) found pressures increased

when foam was added..

Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this study was to investigate experiment-

ally the effects on attenuation of shock waves caused by

addition of a gas to a water-foam mixture. Water was used in

3
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place of fuel for obvious safety reasons and because it

S0 allowed comparisons to be made w~tb previous experimental

and analy'tical studies. Since these models consider water

and polyurethane foam to be "perfect" materials (having no

dissipative forces) the only attenuation of shock waves cal-

culated by. nod.els is caused by geometri.c dispersion of the

shock front and rarefaction waves overtaking and reducing

the shock wavea. Because some attenua.;ion may Jn fact be

caused by mechanical losses, the attenUation of the shock

Swaves in-water alone was measured first. The experiments

then measured the attenuation in water-foam and water-foam-

gas mixtures. The study was divided into two parts: tU.

first using plane (one dimensional) shock waves, and the

second considering shock waves generated by ballistic impacts.

The first experiment was designed to study the attenua-

tion of shock waves in water and the two mixtures under

conditions which eliminated the unknowns usually introduced

by the various hydraulic ram mechanisms. In the second ex-

periment, attenuation of pressures generated by ballistic

impacts were measured for the same three target materials.

Spherical projectiles were used to eliminate the tumbling

frequently observed with ogival projectiles.

System of Units

= Most impact studies are conducted using the CGS system

of units. Measurements for data in this study were made in

the CGS system and results are also reported in that system.

However, since standard American materials and equipment

were used in the construction of the experimental apparatus,
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P0 this apparatus will be described in the British system.

a 0 Additionally, the results will also be "presented in British

units for" the ,onvenience of those more familiar with

hydraulic ram research.

I

I-
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II., Experimental Apparatus

Target Materia'.s

Water was used as the first target; material. The

results of the tests with water formed a.baseline against

which the results of the mixtures were evaluated.

The second material selected was water and-a reticulated

polyurethane foam. This foam is currently used to fill some

aircraft fuel cells to prevent explosions in empty tanks.

The third target material used was water and Pneumacel. J

Pneumacel is a new: Pu Pont tradenamed product now-in pilot

production and currently used in rug pads. -It is a;•mat:, made

of Dacron fibers inflated with approximately i2%-by Weight

Freon gas. Pneumacel was selected because it is a sponge-

a like product containing controlled amounts of gas and met

all other needs of the experiment.

--Apparatus

This investigatio;- involved the use of two separate

F experiments, each with its own apparatus.

Experiment I. The object of the first part of the

study was to generate pl'ane (one dimensional) shock wavesi

in the different target materials and determine the attenu-

ation of these shock waves by measuring the pressures at

specified depths in the various mixtures, The general lay-

out of the apparatus consisted of an impact assembly and its

guiding cables, a velocity measuring system, a level

I 0 *Additional information on Pneumacel and polyurethane fo°m

can be. found in Appendix A.

_6 4
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ft#ale: 112V. I"

* Solenoid

1/4" Nylon rope

to winch

Vg

*0
"braking bar"

• level "foam

adjust impact disc

1/4" hole, Water -level
control

Kistler 603 A pressure
transducer in mount

S-.--;-• ' ------ _

Figure 1
e F'xperiment I, General Apparatus Layout
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measuring system, ahd-the target tank as shown in Figure 1.

The impact assembly (Figure 2) consisted of an impact disc,

a guiding as;einbly, and a release mechanism. The impact A2

disc was a 2 .5 cm thick f1.t plate of 2024 aluminum turned

on a lathe to an outside diameter of 307cm. The impact disc

was bonded tc a 2 in. thick 7 7/8 in. diameter disc of 2024Il

aluminum. Three holes were drilled and tapped for I0x32

screws, 1200 apart and 7/16 in. from the edt a of the second

disc. The two discs were attached to the bottom of the

! ~CFigure -2
<Impact Assembly

I 8
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guiding assembly by three 1ox32 bolts passing through a

0 j in. thick aluminum plate and a 2 in. thick block of poly-

urethane foam (2 in. thick before compression and approxi- 4

tmately •-in. thick after ccmpression). The three attachment

bolts provided a simple method for leveling the disc.

The- main v'ertical and horizontal maembers of' the guiding

assembly were 2onstructed of 3xl in. steel channel. At the

ends of each horizontal arm were 3 in. outside diameter

cable pulleys. The pulleys were mounted in brackets that

allowed~ small adjustments to be made in the horizontal plane. -

Below the- lower horizontal arm was a "braking" bar of'

l 1xl 1/8 in. 2024 aluminum channel braced at the ends by

1 in.. square. 2024-T3 aluminum tubing. This bottom bar was

to prevent damage to the gages mounted below. The bar could

be quickly changed if it was damaged. The impact assembly

[was designed and constructed so that its center of gravity

lay along a line down the center of the outside of the vert-

ical shaft-.. The assembly was hung by its attachment point

-at the top, and checked with a plumb line for accuracy of

vertical. alignment and the pulleys were adjust~ed to be in

the same vertical plane as the center of gravity. The

release mechanism was a solenoid attached to a J in. nylon

rope with electrical wires running to a toggle switch and

a 24 volt battery. Except during planned drops of the impact

assembly,. a safety mechanism c nsistine of two "C" shaped

aluminum plates was clamped over the solenoid to prevent an

accidental drop of the impact assembly. A winch raised and

9I



lowered the 44.5 pound impact assembly.

O Two 3/32 in. steel cables were attached to a plate

fastened 'to the roof of the building and through turnbuckles

were-also attached to a plate anchored to the floor. The

-attaChment points in the two plates were drilled at the same

time aand the alignment of the eyebolts checked before instal-

lation. The bottom plate was positioned below the upper

plate by using plumb lines in the uppe:.- two eyebolts. After

-the-cables were installed and made taut, their alignment was

again checked in two planes with a plumb -ine. A pulley was

attached to the top plate so -that the nylon rope to- the re-

lease mechanism Was over the center of gravityý line of the:

impact assembly, and this -alignment was checked with a plumb

Sline. Bolts were installed through the pulley brackets to

AU prevent the -puileys from jumping off the cables.A' 0
A velocity measuring assembly consisting of five bronze

spring brushes, 10 cm apart, was located along the fall path

of the impact assembly. The brushes were artachdd to Plexi-

[glas. holders which could be adjusted individually by set

screws. The assembly was mounted in such a way that the

bottom brush would make contact when the impact plate was

2. cm from the surface of the target. The assembly did not

touch the target drum, so no motion could be transmitted to

the. target before impact. As the impact- assembly fell, a

copper tab on the lower arm of the guiding assembly contacted-

the- brushes, closing a circuit powered by two 1.4 volt

batteries. The electrical pulses generated by the batteries

were carried by a coaxial cable to the tape recorder located

10
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in the instrument area.

About 2 in. above the surface of the water was a device

designed to me.asure the attitude of the free falling plate

before it hit the surface of the target. The device consisted

of a j in. thick Plexiglas ring with three bronze spring

brushes mounted 1200 apart. The hole In the center of the

ring allowed 1 3/8 in. clearance from ;he outer edge of the

impact disc. Three holes were drilled in the ring and tapped

for jx20 set screws. The set screws extended through the

ring supporting it by resting on-three small pieces of alum-

inum angle attached to the inside of the target drum Just

above the surface of the water. The three brushes were

mounted in line with the set screws and extended radially1 ? inward into the path of the falling impact disc. When the

disc touched each contact it closed a circuit with two 1.4

volt batteries sending an electrical pulse through separate

coaxial cables to the tape recorder.

The material to be impacted was contained in an open

55 gallon steel drum. The drum was placed on a wooden

- pallet which straddled the bottom cable attachment plate so

that cable motion and vibration could not be transmitted to

t the target material. One * in. hole was drilled 3 in. below

the top of the drum to control the level of the water in the

drum. Four 9/16 in. holes were drilled 17 3/4 in. below the

water level and fitted with 3/8 in. bulkhead fittings and

Teflon seals. Flare fittings and 3/8 in. copper tubing were

used to mount four Kistler 603-A pressure transducers in

= • .the drum and to protect the transducer wiring from the water.

11-An
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The transducers were positioned roughly in a7 in. diameter

circle and were located 7.5 ca, 10 cm, 15 cm, and 20 cm

below the surface of the water (Figure 3). Gages 1 and 4

were about trice as far apart as the other gages to prevent

gage 4 from being in an area influenced'by gage 1.

[U

TO' VIEW

ge

Gage I -0

(7.5 cm-) G

Gage 2• . (10 CM| )
S•~-impact

disc I;

Figure 3
SExperiment I. Gage Location

Experiment II. The second part of the experiment was

conducted in the Air Force Materials Labratory Low Velocity

Gun Range which is operated by the University of Dayton

Research Institute. In this experiment ½ in. steel balls
were fired into the same target materials used in the first

O expaiment and pressures were measured at three points. The

12
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projectiles used were standard ½ in. steel ball bearings.

0 All bearings were .4995 in. in diameter and weighed 128.5

grains. Figure 4 shows the general layout of the principal

components of the test apparatus: (1) the aiming laser,

(2) the gun mcunt, (3.) the velocity measuring systems, and

(4) the target. The beam of a small laser mounted behind

the gun was aimed down the bore of the gun so that the

impact point could be accurately predicted. The gun used in

Sthe experiment was a smooth bore .50 caliber Mann test barrel

I attached-to a Frankford mount. The test barrel was 43J in.

long and the actual bore was 0.502 in. The rear of the.

barrel was threaded to receive various chambers, and a .30

caliber chamber was used in all tests in this" experiment.

A screw type breech was attached to the chamber and a re-

motely controlled solenoid fired the gun.

Between the muzzle'of the gun and the target tank were

two velocity screens, exactly four feet apart. The screens

were connected to the instrumentacion and measured elapsed

time between successive projectile impacts.

The target was a rectangular.tank measuring 231 in.

high, 291 in wide, and 24 in.. deep. The top, bottom, and

sides were i in. steel plates, reinforced by four bands of

2 in. angie iron. The front and back plates were removable

f and were made of 0.125 in. 2024 aluminum. Each plate was

held to the tank by a frame of welded I in. angle iron

. and 14 I- in. "C" clamps. A small bead of putty was used as

a seal between the plates and the tank. A 4 in. diameter

hole was cut in the center of the front plate and a 1½ in.

"14
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wide collar made to hold a .0005 in. 'ylar sheet over the

opening. Eight sheet metal screws attached the collar to

the plate. Ar, 8 in. square piece of I in. thick aluminum

L was fastened to the center of the back plate to prevent the

projectiles from penetrating the back olate.

SThree Kistler 603-A pressure tran:;ducers wpre mounted

1In the tank by 3/8 in. copper tubing and various flare

S}fittings. Two gages were positioned aý opposite sides of

the projectile path, 5 cm from the front plate, and 7.5 cm

and 15 cm respectively from the impact point (Figure 5).

The third gage was located £") cm above the path of the

projectile and 30 cm from the point of impact. This

arrangement was chosen to measure the attenuation of the

pressure pulses, and gage 3 was also able to record the

pressure field generated by the passing projectile. A

catch tank of plastic sheets attached to a wooden frame

was constructed around the target tank to catch the water

spilled after the projectile ruptured the Mylar film.

Instrumentation

Kistler 603-A quartz transducers with model 105H

connector adapters connected to Kistler 504-A charge

amplifiers were used to measure the pressure in both

Y experiments., All transducers were mounted in a locally

produced aluminum aaQater which is used with Kistler gages.

All data were recorded on a Sangamo Model 3562 portable

recorder/reproducer. All recording was done in the FM mode

O at 6o ips, and playback was done at both 60 ips and

16
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1 7/8 ips. For the first experiment, nine channels of dfta

10- were recorded: four for pressure, one for the reference-

signal, one for velocity data, and three for checking the I

attitude (level) of the impact disc. In the second experi-

ment, only four channels (three for pressure and onefor a

reference signal) were used. The reference was a 1.0 KHz,

I volt signal -generated by a Hewlett Packard Model 2200D Wide

Range Oscillator. -The frequency was checked by a Hewlett-

Packard Model 521CR Electric Counter, and the voltage was

calibrated by a.-Simpson Electric Company'Multimeter. An

Eldorado Counter,- Model 141o, was used with the velocity

screens in :the- second- experiment. A Honeywell Model 1508

Visicorder Osci~llograbh -ard a Tektronix Type 549 Storage

Oscilloscope with -a type 53/54C dual trace plug-in unit and

"Tektronix C-19 Oscilloscope Camera using Polariod Type L7

film were used to interpret the data recorded on the tape.

RM

17
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III. Experimental Procedures

The B instrumentation was capibratei as stated in Appen-

A total of 18 drops of the impact assembly were made in

the first experiment. Trelve of these-constituted successful

data runs. The first four were made for operational checks

of the entire system and-calibratior of the equipment. The

results of run 10 were discarded because of uncertainty

about the water level in the drum, ajid run 11 was a repeat of

that run. The last run was a check of the calibration- -and

functioning of the transducers. The first two and the last

run were made with all four transducers at the same depth.

For the recorded runs, foutr drops were made against

each target material, with nominal drop heights of 0.5 m,

1.0 m, 1.5 m, and 2 m. The heights of the drops were not

exactly the same each time because; small adjustments could

not be made with the winch that lifted the impact assembly.

The procedures for each drop were as follows:

1. The instrumentation was- turned on-to warm up.

2. The water level In the drum was made a little
too high and allowed to drain through the level
control hole to attain the proper level.

3. The depth of the gages was checked.

*Depth of gage check was difficult with the foams in the drum;
therefore it was necessary to check the depth of the gages
before installation of foam and after removal. Depth did noto vary over 2 mm in any case.

18
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14. The impact disc- -was -leveled- -by adjusting- -the
securing- -bolts zuntil the dry -disc, Iowered ver0 lwltouched the- water 'in a level condition-.1

5. The lev-el-che'ck ring was -adjusted4 6b c~n n-eotin-g
-tife -circuits two--at a time to a dual traceý
-oscilloscope arid' -ad~j-s ting the set scqrews- -Until--
both -brushes touche -iutnosywhen- -theFdisc -was- lowered ver-y- slowly.

6.The velocity measuring brut;hes were adjusted
to 2 am., 12 cm,_ 22 cm, 32 oriiS and, 42 cm Above
-tbhe surface.

7. The I -pact, assembly, --was ra-:.sed, to approximately
Sin. below the desired drcip-height.

8. -Tihe hook-up of' the instrulbEint circuits to the
tpe recurded-was-checked.

9. The reference- -signal was ad-justed--to 1'I-_ and
I V&olt.

10. -The, thermostats in the -building- J46re une ':
-to tuim off the hbeate 'fans that virated- -.tbe

ceiin ad guiding c ables

11. The necessary inf crmation was recorded: dropheight:, number, tU e -material, -taerodr
counter setting, arnd circuit- to- channel -book-up.--

12. The solenoid& was connected to the--battery and
the toggle switch was seto to, "tHold".,

13. The impact assembly. was lifted appr'oximately-
Sin. to engage'the-solenoid.

114. The solenoid-,safety was removed.

15. The 'grouradJ button of each-Kistler charge-ampli-.
fier was pressed to dissipate 'any accumulated

- charje..

16. The tape recorder was set to "ISTART-RECORD".

1:7.- After. the tape speed had stabilized,, the toggle
switch was moved to "DROP", thus releasing the
Im~pact assembly.

*Leveling the disc was difficult wi4th the foamns in the drum
unless the-water level control-hole was plugged, 'and th~e
water level was. raised slightly-during lev6l'ihg. The wa~ter

lJwas-then loweredt the proper level.

i9
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18 th tape- reode3 w±vr. iset
19ý. Thel battery wa~d onnecfte.3d from 'the-s6 enid

20. _The-.-data*--Por that, -run- was checked- ofr-the-
os'cillosc-ope to-be -sue th tal Tlet of
the- expeimV-ent funictioned. .

21. Thte impact assemb;ly was checked and the "braking"
-ba,:, -was replaced -if. necessF-r'y.

_Pneumacel- tenided tofotand had tob &hl down .n-

the drum with -ý;)fety wmirses f astened- bel'-ween -boards wedge&

Into- -the bottof- -of the drum -and --pieces- -or: ea~vlerwire laid-

on -top o-f the: TneUrnace 1,T6 Jprevnt ýthe-buoydhcy -from appre--_

c iablýy compress ing t-'hen Pneumacel -;mat-j -the mtateria~l was-'lae

onrY In -the top 14 -in -of th-~unda d-the, mate±'ialwa

sedure -by -theoft ea the.- -ourf-ace -and aso-7'h

1jeiow-tb6e surface. -The wires :s-ecuring the 1Pnheumaelwret

0the -outside, of the area impiacted-except for-one i1n- the center.

Extperment -ii

A- total- of 22 shots- were %-fired in -the -second- experiment.

The -first two- shots were frdtootinacrvofpwe

-charge versus-projectile velocity, and were not fired into
th-et-agt. The -next -10- shots were fired -Into- the test

target,:..four Int water., three. into- the imater-:foam-m~ixture,

and three into water-Pneumacel.. One shot at each -of' a high,

Medium, and low velocity was fired Into- each. -target mixture.

-Aft -analysis of the dataý made -after the-firat 10 shots bad-

been --fired. showed -that- gage 2 _(15 cm)- was inter Mittently -

_rai-ling-. Investigation of the--cifcuits revealed- that the

cable shield--was shorting under-impact loads where it connect-

ed -to. th& transducer adapter. The faulty cable was replaced

20
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and -the- -entire -sequence of -ten- shot wati repae.- -

Generally, 'projectiles are launched1 from :smooth bore0
guns With' iFAbb'6 -However, inr this- -case the sma1 -clearance

between- the, bd*.e -and- the p-rojectile made this- impractical-.

Instead A, mu~zzle loaded- ball1 and -patch -techniqu asued-.

A cross- -shaped -patch- -consisting- of twio IJ _in. Iong- J -in.

wide-. and - 003.5 in. -thick piýeces of Tefl-on tape- -was placed

ovr h mzzta -.the= ba~ll was -forced- into the -bo-re, Good

control over- velocity -and- -1mpac t -point wasachieved-.

Te -.-procedures fot ac. _sotwrasflo

-1. The, nstrumhV io~a turnedI~ t-on a arm -up.

Si. The gu-trgt liiment was -c-hedk-d& with- the
Iaser..
3..The ~ n. olein- the front- tank platie.wa

sealed- With- a-W _lar -film.-

11.The tank- w as fi-lled wihwater,--_and the f iller
pipes ýwere -cagiped.

5.. The,, -velocity -screens- were -set and- their circuit-
-checked.

_6j. The- -cartridge was loaded- with- the pow-der-ý calcu -
-lated- to give- the -desired -project-ile velocity.,

--..The. -projectile -and ýTeflon -patch w-ere -muzzle
loaded-.

8.The- chamber- was attached to-the-gun tube., and
- the, dartridge wa loaded-.

9.The. bzreeeb-fi-ring pin F& sembly-was attached- to
the chamber.

10.. The- "ground"' buttons on the 'Kistler charge ampli-
fiers -were-pressed.

1.The-remote f-irinig circuit was-connected to the
gun.. .

12. The necessary information was recorded: shot
number, tape counter setting., and target

material.

-21
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13.The reference sinal wAs- ad usfted--to_ 1-~z0 1 volt.

lL4- The tape- recorder wad 'se-t- to, "1START-RECORD".l

15,. After-tbe tape- s6peed- stabilize~d, the- -gun- -was

1:6. The. tape recorder wd:lSO

17#i - The projectile Velocity -Was -calcuw~ -from"
-the velocity screen- data -and -tfen -rcorded.-j

_18.Tetge material Was~ clm.nged i ecessary-.

1.Shot -nowater- PneUmiacel -created -Ahoe ppox
Jm&tel!y I Ain i~n di-amet-r- in- th~ m-tat. Ti---ol
Wa~s -fliled iiith _loose fib6rs- -an _te~s 76L_~6ýw [

md-noe -mat to-pr6*imat-e the-biial a~e
materia _dbensit

22U



-IV. -Res ults- &Zidý Discuss-Ion

Results.

-The .results of ~the twelve- successtrul tes to codnducted In

Enperiment I -are shown- arnd dti~opsed-, -Tedata ntetp

recorder were- -:ceproduced -on- Visicorder film f or analys~is *-
,Illustrations- of the Visicorder films. Ere- -showninFges69

Th~ racs tun f rom- right, to- -left -aid- theý -time rteference i

?6frm -the-a~ia of the pulse- at -fake I * The -run7 -number.,-
-target:-mateiI impact veloiy anaxmmprsrs

(g age at -each .-gage -are _shodwn:__ £n-Table- V in. Appehdix DP

The d a ta or -Ex p ~m~t- It ' wr6e re ad:. -r-t on thsii

codrder and -then on the- storage ýoscilloscope. -IlluzstrAt'iW6hs

of the Visicorder film- _andý representative- -scope- -Potdgraphsý

ar'e showný in Figures 1-1-Q9.. The _oscI_ lobcope tae u

from left to right-. -The -resiults of al~ltwenty -experimental:

-shots ar shown. Since s~cme. gage 2- readings in -the f irst
ten hotsare missing, and'doubt exists abcut the accurac-y

only the last ten shots.. The. values that appear in the

tabulated data (Table VI'. Appendix D) were read- from Polaro-Id --

photographs of the storage, oscilloscope because amplificatior-OP

of' some traces made possible-more accurate~interpretation-.

Table VI lists the number of' the shot, the target material,,

and the maximum pressure (gage) recorded at each gage.

Listed in Table VI as- F13 'i' the estimated pressure od the

iýnitial Pulse when. it- -arrived- at gage 3. -This pres~sure- was.

Oread from-the gage 3 trace at the time equal to the titne the

23{
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pulse first reached gage 1 plus 3 times thev time It took--

0 the pulse to travel from gage 1 to gage 2.

Discussion
Experiment I. Before comparing the experimental results

of the different runs, a least squares curve fit was applied

in an attempt to obtain approximate curves to represent the

data. An exponential equation was found to give a satisfact-

ory description of the data. The coefficients and standard

errors are shown in Table I.

Table I

- . Curzve Fit Coefficients for ,PwPeax

and Standard Error

- Run Drop PO a _ ... P. oHeight -(bars) (cm (-bar; (psi)

5W* 4.78 -0.10111 0.0757 69.21:

6W 1 T.l16 -0.07066 0.263 103.89ý

7W 11 lo.48 -o.o4862 0.581 152.02

8W 2 13.60 -0.03610 1.272 197.10

Z 9P 1.87 -0.17123 0.0739 27.16

,11P 1 z2.61 -o.18841 0.1147 37.81

12F 4½ 1.47 -o.o4878 0.1127 21.26

S13? 2 1.72 -0.09401 0.1290 25.22

14F 0.941 -0.01668 0.373 13.66

15F 1 8.97 -0.09775 o.947 -130.03
•16F 5.32 -0.07862 0.839 77.28

17? 2 6.95 -o.o68oo o.876 1oo.8

¶*: water, P: Pneumacel, and F: foam.

36
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Although there is no on&k atteua ti6n ooeff idoieit that-

0 describes -any .material, the average-"f the coefficients for ... I

water -and6 water-foam are nearly equal and ohe half of the-

-coefficients for water-Pneumacel. -The data points and curves-

are plotted together for each drop height (-Figures 20-23).

AlthoUgh -the P0 values determined by the curve fit will- -be-

used to-represent experimental results in some comparisons

to be made, they -are no6t results of the experiment and may

-be in e-rr to.:a significant degree. The- relationship be-

t-v ween -the -impac.t veioci ty, and the- init-ialf pressures in the:

different- target materials was estimated by _plotting- these

extrapolated P- values 'agains-t the impact velocities in

Fig-ure 246. •The. least squares curve fit of tbe• "data" points-

s.hows the pressures in water-foam to -be approximately functions

C of velocity to the 1.5 power, while pressures in water-Pneu-

,macel approach a maximum of approximately 30. psi. This

would indicate that the pressures generated- by the shock

wave phase of hydraulic ram could be significantly reduced

by the addition of a gas filled foam, such as Pneumacel.

Fowles (Ref 5). calculated the pressures and depth at

which attenuation should begin in "perfect" materials. His

calculations predict a step increase in pressure with no

attenuation until a rarefaction wave reflected from the upper

surface of the impact disc arrives, and then a continuing

reduction in. pressure occurs. Calculations using- the Fowles

theory for an aluminum disc impacting targets of water and

of the two mixtures whose properties were calculated using I
-0 simple mixture theories (Ref 10) predict much higher

37
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pressures than were measured in this study. Table III,

0 Appendix C lists the theoretical pressures, densities,

shock wave velocities, particle velocities, acoustic

velocities, arrival times of the shock waves and rarefaction

waves at the different.gages, and the time and depth at

which the rarefaction wave overtakes the shock wave.

Assuming values of Po as given in Table I obtained by

extrapolating back to the surface are it least representative

of the actual pressures, the Fowles model predicts pressures

that average. 8.3 times greater than experimental findings

ror water, 20..4 times greater for the water-foam mixture, and

2.13 times greater for the water-Pneumacel mixture. The

simple mixture model used predicts that the water-foam

mixture will be less compressible than water and therefore

give higher pressures for the same impact velocity. The

experimental results showed lower pressures for the water-

foam mixture than for water, thus producing the great differ-

ence. The mass fractions used in the water-foam calculations

were bas'ed on manufacturer's data giving the volume fraction

- of the foam as 1.8%. Experimental measurements (results for

all mixtures listed in Table IV, Appendix C) showed the

volume fraction of the water was approximately 92%, revealing

approximately 6% by volume air present. Computing the

pressures considering 6% by volume air to be present in

the water-foam mixture led to the predicted pressures an

average of 2.36 times greater than the experimental findings.

The remaining differences between experimental and theoreti-

cal values are likely due to the fact that Po was estimated

4~3]
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by extrapolation and due to trapped a.r providing some

0 cushioning of the impact dsic. Since the experiment was

-conducted in zhe air, a thin layer of air wes likely trapped

between the impact disc and the target material, decreasing

the pressure g;enerated by the impact.

Considering the water-foam mixture as a porous mixture

with roughly the same percent volume of gas (6% air in the

water-foam, and 7.8% Freon in the water-Pneumacel) led to

the question of why the Pneumacel showed significantly
greater attenuation than the water-foam target. Freon, with

a gas constant of 1.12 is considerably more compressible

than air. Theoretically the limiting compressibility of air

is 6, while the same limit for Freon is 17.67, nearly 3 times

greater. Thus the choice of Freon as the gas to be used in

the mixture is important since for a given volume displaced

it is capable of producing greater pressure attenuation. The

significance of the compressibility is also shown in the

theoretical calculations. Table III shows the depth at

which the rarefaction wave overtakes the shock wave is

hundreds of centimeters for w:ater and for water-foam, but

less than 1 cm for water-Pneumacel and water-foam-air.

The arrival time of the shock wave at the transducers

was in good agreement with shock velocities calculated in

water and the mixtures if the water-foam mixture were con-

sidered to be water-foam-air. The pressure rise in the

water is very.steep, approaching the step Jump in pressure

expected with a shock wave. However, in the water-foam and

water-Pneumacel mixtures, the pressure pulse is less abrupt,
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becoming quite diffused with distance in Pneumacel.

The air present in the water-foam mixture was included

unintenti6nally in the form of bubbles trapped in foam cells.

Most of the air would not have been trapped in the fo)am if

fuel had been used instead of water because of increased

wetting with fuel. Consequently the attenuation of pres-

sures in a fuel-foam mixture can be expected to be much less

than meas.ured in L'ie water-foam-air mi;:ture.

Experiment II. Most models for projectile impacts into

fluids, for example Yurkovich (Ref 12) considered that all

of the kinetic energy of a projectile is deposited at the

Spoint of impact . This is not the case in general, and espe-

cially in Experiment II where the projecti-le was fired into

the fluid through a thin Mylar film. When fully developed,

models of the pressure field, such as those by Bristow (Ref 2)

I and Lundstrom (Ref 8) should be able to predict pressures in

a ballistic experiment like the second part .f this research.

In addition to 1..,e pressure generated by the impact,

gage 3 sensed pressures generated by the projectile moving

through the fliiA, To look at the attenuation of the

initial pressure .pulse, it was necessary to see what pressures

the gage recorded at the time the initial pulse should have

reached it. This pressure was much less than the maximum
pressure recorded by gage 3. Figures 25-27 show the plot

of pressure versus distanc.e for the three target materials

for representative shots grouped as high, medium, and low

impact velocities. Since only three data points are available,

0 simple curve fits were used and no attempt was made to
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predict an ext-'apolated P0 . Although a comparison between

0 the two experimenti3 cannot be made on a one to one basis, it

sho,'ld be noted that the depth and distance between gages 1

and 3 in Experiment. I is the same as the depth and distance

between gages *. and 2 in Experiment II. Comparing pressures

on this bas~is shows- much greater attenuation in every rase

in Experiment II. This is to be. expected since the shock

wave attenuateE, by geometric divergence in addition to mechan-

ical losses. Figure 28 shows the press.ure versus distance

for the highest drops of Experiment I and the low velocity

group of Experiment II plotted together and shows -the increased
attenuation-in Experiment UI.

Many experimenters with hydrau.ic ram (Brlstow and

Lundstrom, for example) feel that the pressure field phase

0- is the major damage causing mechanism. Since this is the

major sourse of- the pressure pulse recorded at gage 3, it

is interesting to compare the magnitude of the readings of

gage 3 in the three mixtures. Figure 29 plots the maximum

pressure recorded. at gage 3 versus the impact velocity.

Pneumacel clearly attenuates the m~jority of the pressure

generated by the .moving projectile. As in Experiment I, the

water-foam mixture is actually water-foam-air mixture, and

the pressures shown are more attenuated than would be the

case in a fuel-foam mixture where little air would be present.

In Figure 29 the greater scatter of data points for the

water-foam mixture is believed to be caused by the inbomo-

genous nature of the air bubbles in the water-foam mixture.

hoi
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VI. Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

1. Plan(! shock- waves can be used to simplify thee study

of some aspects of the hydraulic ram phenomenon, such as the.-

relative attenuation of materials.

2.- Attenuation shown in plane shock wave experiments

is less than the attenuation under similar circumstances

for ballistic tests.

3. Including a small fraction of a gas in the fuel-foam

mixture significantly reduces the magnitude of pressure pulses

at any point and increases the attenuation of pressure pulses

that are present.

4. The addition of reticulated polyurethane foam does

10ot significantly increase the attenuation of shock waves.

Since some air was known to be present in these experiments,

the major attenuation factor is believed to be the air

present.

5. Air is not the best gas to use for the purpose of

increasing attenuation. Freon or another highly compressible

gas produces greater attenuation for the volume it displaces.

6.. The impact assembly used in Experiment I is not a

satisfactory method of calibrating Kistler-pressure trans-

ducers since the gages must be mounted some distance from

the impact plane to protect them, and because the presence

of an air cushion under the impact disc- makes it difficult

to predict exact pressures created by the impact.
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Recommendatiorts

S1. Poamsý with a confrolld amfQunt of a gas should'be

included in future tests of h•rdraulic ram defenses.
2, Fcams with various densities, various amounts of a

gas, and various types of-gases should be investigated to-

determine thei~r efficiency in attenuating hydraulic ram-type-

presaure pulses.

3. 'Afoatn should be-designed which will combine the

flame front supress-ing characteristics o£¼7eticulated poly-

Yi- urethane -foam and the -pressure attenuating characteristics
of a gas-filled foam.-

-8. Fuel should be used in tests wherever possible to
reduce the amount of air. accidently introduced into the

experiment.

5. To decrease the volume of fuel sacri-ficed to foams,

the efficiency of using layers of various thicknesses of

gas-filled foam next to the. fuel cell walls- anid no foam, or

a lower density foam, in the center of the tank should be

tested.

10
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Appendix A

Target Materials

Pneumacel

Pneumace!, shown in Figure 30, is a new Du Pont product

now in pilot production. A small supply of Pneumacel was

made available for this study by Mr. Colin B. Blakemore,

Christina Lab:ratory, Wilmington, Delaware, 19898. The follow-

ing information is also courtesy of Mr. Blakemore (Ref 1).

Batt Characteristics

Randomly oriented, thermoplas'tically bonded
Pneumacel fibers.

Density: appx. 0.2 lbs/cu ft to
appx. 3.5 lbs/cu ft.

•C Thickness: appx. 0.2 in, and up.

Chemical characteristics similar to:
. polyvin-,2. acetate

fluorinated hydrocarbons
"Dacron" polyester fiber.

Fiber Characteristics

Small, uniform, polyhedral cells.

Thin, highly oriented cell walls.

Low density- appx. 0.023 gm/cu cm.for individual strand which included 12%

by weight of an inert inflatant.

Compression strength: essentially undamaged
@ 3,000 psi.

Chemical properties similar to "Dacron" poly-
ester fiber and fluorinated hydrocarbon blow-
ing agents.

Adjustably pressurized (1-30 psig).

C) Note: Pneumacel in its present form is not recommended for
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use in fuels because the fuel may soften the muaterial used

to bond the fibers into a mat.

Reticulated Polyurethane Foam

Figure 31 is a picture of the polyurethane foam used

in this study.

Foam Characteristics

Appx. 15 pores per inch.

I Density: 1.3 lbs/cu ft.

Volume fraction: 1.8%.

Retained fuel: 1.1%.

'57
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A OI iI

&L

f ~Figure 30 Pneumaoel Y
Phot;ograph is approximately to scl

; RETICULATED POLYURETHANE FOAM

S•,.

' " Figure 31
,i O Reticulated Polyurethane Foam
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Appendix B!to
10 • Equipment Calibration

The Sangamo 3562 tape recorder was set in the FM
b recore-playback mode and calibrated according to the tech-

nical manual. Tbe output level was checked by recording a

1 KMz, I volt signal on each channel and checking the ampli-

tude and wave form on an oscilloscope and Visicorder. A

25 KHz, I volt signal was also recorded and checked. This

signal was 5 RKHz beyond the recommended specifications of

£ the tape recorder, but the wave form and voltage appeared

good.

The Honeywell 1508 Visicorder Oscillosco.'e hbd six

Honeywell M-3300 subminiature galvanometers installed, and

S0 the recorded reference signal was played on each channel

for a systems check. The galvanometers have an undamped

natural frequency of 3300 hz and flat response (*5%) from

0 to 2000 hz. The Visicorder specifications stipulate

linear performance within 12% for peak to peak deflections

up to 6 in. Maximum peak to peak deflections encountered

in the experiments were 21 in.. The reference signal record-

ed with-the data was played on each channel as a calibration

prior to the final playback of data on the'Visicorder.

The Kistler 603-A pressure transducers were calibrated

for 1000 psi/volt and 100 psi/volt. All gages were simul-

taneously tested in a manifold made of 2 in. diameter steel

pipe fittings (Figure 32) attached to a dead weight tester.0 The first two calibration drops were used to determine
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-M N1rodt wires:
S' from Kistler -603-A

Scharge antps

and "T" fittings

3/4" p•ipe to
"- •dead weight

tester

aluminum adapter forKisl •603 A

Kistler 603 A pressure
transducer

Figure 32

Pressure Calibration Apparatus

which calibration of the charge amplifiers gave the best

results. The 1000 psi/volt setting proved too-insensitive,

so the 100 psi/volt setting was used throughout. Calibrat-

ing the Kistler system in accordance with the technical

manual required static testing. The charge amplifiers were

set to the long time constant setting and calibrated pressures

from a dead weight tester were applied. This type calibration

0 may or may not be accurate when the charge amplifiers have

6o
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the short time constant setting and the gages measure very Ti

dynamic pressure pulses. However, the magnitude and shape

"of recordbd pulses in the experiment were well within the

range of resil-s obtained by other researchers in the field,

and the relative values should be accurate in any case.

i -

'0_
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Appendix C

Calculation in Support of Results
41 of Experiment I

Velocity of Impact Disc

To determine the impact velocity or the impact disc,

the time riqiiired for the impact assembly to fall the distance

between any two of the contact brushes was physically measured

on the Visicorder film by comparing the initial contact points

of the brushes with the recorded IKz 'reference signal. The

results were tabulated and each drop was plotted on 10x15 in.

graph paper. A smooth curve connecting the data pointe was

extrapolated to 47, 54, and 54 cm points. The average vel-

ocity between any two data points was calculated.by

Vavg:Ax/At. To obtain the velocity at.the impact point,

x*47, the values from the extrapolated curve were used with

Axs(x-54)-(x-40) and At taWen from the same points. The

velocity was also calculated for the points x-5, 15, 25, 35,143, and 45, to note the trend of the velocities as a check

against large errors. Table II lists the results of the

measurements and calculations and Figure 28 is a sample of

the graphical solution used.

Theoretical Pressure Calculations

To determine the theoretical pressure at impact, three

computer programs were used. In the first program, the

Rankine-Hugoniot Equation and a linear Hugoniot equation of

state for water and aluminum were solved sJmultaneously for

the pressure, given the impact velocity and constants for
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-0• Table II

Impact Velocity Calculatibns"

A- -1A -0 #---• . .. Rti'ii At!S /•t y t3 At t5- At~ 0 i7

v~. 4~vvjav a 10 *14
*v~a v~v vav 4av ~ v V6av VaV

-5 64.o- 48.o 40.0 3=45- 21.0 30.0 -40.0o
156.2 208.2 250,0 290.0 333.3 333.3 3.50.0

6 28.6 26.7 25.7 22.9 14.0 19.3 26.9
3198 374.2 389.2 437.0 500.0 518.o 520.0

- 7 21.3 20.7 19.8 19. 12.7- 180 24.7

470.0 483.0 504.0 526.0 551.0 556-.0 557. 0

8 17.75 17.3 16.7 16.4 11.651 16.25 22.6
* 564.0 578.0 598.0 610.o 601.0 616.0 619.0 -

S9 64.2 47.5 39.4 34.6 21.3 29.0 38.8
155.8 210.7 254.0 289.0 328.8 345.0 360.8

11 28.5 26.4 24.9 23.5 15.6 21.8 30.30 351.0 379.0 /402.0 426.0 448.0 459.0 462.0

12 21.3 20.6 19.8 1.1 -12.8 17.9 24.8
A 470.o 486.o 505.0 52 .0 547.0 558.o 564.o

13 7.7 17.3 1675 16.3 in.6 16.25 22.7
565.0 578.0 596:5 612.5 604.o 615.0 617.0

14 65.8 535 34.5 34.8 21.5 3.1.0 42.6
152.7 227.5 227.5 287.2 325.0 323.0 329.0

15 28.5 26.6 24.9 23.7 15.4 21.8 30.4
351.0 '376.0 401.5 422.0 454.0 458.0 461.o

16 42-1 42.1 19.8 19.1 13;0 18.6 26.0
476.0 476.0 505.0 523.5 538.0 538.0 539.0

17 17.7 17.2 16.8 16.3 11.5 16.1 22.5
565.0 582.0 595.0 1613.o 61o.o 621.0 1§= j

0
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the linear Hugoniot equation of state for each material.
0 The the' particle velocities (U), shopk velocities(D), and

densities (P) wer,: ?ound for both water and the aluminum

disc. The speed of sound (C) in the materials was calculated

from the expression C= d-P, where was solved from theME dp
expression of density as a function of pressure. Once these

variables were calculated, the time of arrival of the initial
shock wave and the first rarefaction wave at each pressure
gage, and the depth the shock wave would travel before atten-

uation begins were calculated using the solution by Fowles

(Ref 5). To obtain the same information for target mixtures,

the simple mixture theories by Torvik (Ref 10) were used to
calculate the average density of the mixtures as a function

of pressure and mass fraction of the constituents and this

program inse ted into the previous program to calculate
pressures, particle velocities, ahd shock speed. In this

case, the program iterated pressures until a solution was

found satisfying the conditions of the given impact velocity

and the linear Hugoniot data for the aluminum plate. Once

the impact pressure was determined, the program calculated

the acoustic velocity in the mixture.and the arrival times

"for shock waves and rarefaction waves as before. For a more

complete discussion of the simple mixtuie theories and the
- Fowles model, see Fischer (Ref 4). An explanation of all

terms us-%d in Table III appears at the end of the table.

The mass fractions required in the previous calculations
were determined by weighing the various constituents of the
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target mixtures~ on-a be~am balanpe. and from- manufactureriat

0data-on the foams. The results are shown in Table IV.
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Table IV

Mass Fraction Calcui'ations

Material weight Mass Volume
(oz) Fraction Fraction

total water 188.1

water 173.5

foam 4.7

water-foam 178.2

fmw (2 part .973625
mixture)

fmf .026375

fvw (3 part .922381
mixture)fvf .0180

0fv air .059619 _5

fmw (3 part .923625"
f mixture) .026289I; f~~mf.068

fg .000077

water 162.3

Pneumacel 1.5 j

water-Pneumacel 163.8"

fm .990843

* fm Pneu.(12% Freon) .009157

fmf .008058

Sfg Mt.001099

fvw .862838
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o ~Appendix DI

Tabulation of the maximum pressures and impact velocities

--of Experiment I and II follow. In Table VI, P3 is the

approxirv:te value of the initial pressure pulse at gage 3.

I
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Table VI

0Tabulated Reut fEper imert JII-

Run Impact '1 P2  'P3 J.3
Velocity rs7.5 cm r,15 cm. r-30 cm r%30 cn

rn/sec fps bar psi bar psi bar psi bar psi

[Rn 

8o~~* 5.9 
o .9l

1W 480 1571 14.48 210 5.52 80 .9 100690

2w 6r(7 2219 14.48 210 7.58 110 9.65 140 1.7? 25

3W 767 2516 14.48 210 3.52 *80* 11.02 160 2."5 Ito

4W 884 2896 16.90 245 6.89* 100* 10.33 150 2.75 4o

5P 477.5 1566 9.65 140 0.41 6 * 0.28 4 o .14 2

6P 681 2230 12.06 175 0.55* 8* 0.55 8 c,14t 2

7P 875 2869 io.68 155 * * 0.55 8 o.142

8F 492 1612 12,o6 175 ** * 1.3 22. o.69 l0
9F 677 2219 12.76 18j * * 6.21 90 1.03 15

lOF 862.5 2823 14.48 210 **o 3.10 45 1.38 20

11F 446 146c 14.82 215 5.52 -80 5.17 75 0.69 10Q

112i 6065 2180 1.2.41 18o 4,46 65 12.76 185 0.69 10

-13F 842 2759 10.0 14 .4 50 9.79 14 0.90

14P1 407 1333' 3.10 45 0.55 8 0-55s 8 0.34 5

15? 554 1816 9.65 140 0.69 10 0.69 10 0.34 5

16? 836 274o 8.9y 130 0.97 3.4 0.95 1~4 0O.34 5

3.7W -04 1650 16.52 ?40 4.48 65 10.00 145 1.38 20

187. 445 14591 15.50 2251 3.44 50 5.52 8o 1.38 20

low* 662 2o:4o i4.4~8 2101 7.24 105 12.41 I8o 1.38 20

*201J 339 274 16.52 2401 B.) 1.30 13.79 200 .1.38 20

*Data qUestionaole

ii tW: water'ý, P: Fneumacel, and F~: foam
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